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agreed as a true account.
4

Action Log From Previous Meeting:
Actions from the log were reviewed and agreed closed where appropriate

5

Matters Arising From Last Meeting:
Health Checks: An approach had been made by Tesco’s to conduct the health checks
locally. The Board were advised Tesco’s had been turned down due to the way Tesco’s
wanted to provide the service and conflicts of interest.

6
6.1

Performance Overview:
Quality Report: Presented by Carol Anderson
The Board were advised the incorrect dashboard report had been attached to the papers. A
revised copy would be circulated to the Board. The change to the report was the CQIN
information which would be covered in the item.
Key headlines were provided to the board.
Mid Essex CCG have now formally breached the MRSA target with a total of four against the
annual ceiling of two. The Board were reminded the previous two cases were due to
contaminated samples and were not true MRSA bacteraemias. A request was made for
assurances and action plans to the five key themes identified in the root cause analysis for
the two most recent cases. These reports and assurances have now been received.
Clostridium difficile:
As part of the review Mid Essex requested a visit from the programme lead at the SHA who
recommended Mid Essex re‐profile their Clostridium difficile. From October the breach
would not show and the next report would be green. From December it would be a
minimum of four Clostridium difficile cases per month to come in on target.
Dr. Tier the Infection Control Doctor had been asked to write to Primary Care in the
newsletter to advise of the requirements for sampling due to the increase in the number of
repeat samples and also to visit practices of the patients on the register to ensure patients
are managed and to stop inappropriate sampling.
The CCG are arranging for Dr. Mark Reacher the Regional Director of HPA to conduct a
review of actions and initiatives, meeting with both CCG clinicians and Acute provider
clinicians.
Performance is very good and each month the report on performance shows improvement.
Serious Incidents:
Last month the Board were informed the Chief Executive of NEPFT had written to the CCG
to advise he was seeing the Management of root cause analysis who were producing an
action plan for Serious Incidents as a priority. Although this may have been carried out this
has unfortunately not improved the performance but deteriorated. NEPFT have now
breached more cases. This has been escalated to the NEPFT contract manager who is in the
process of raising a contract query. The formal contract query will be shared with the Board
at the next meeting.
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The Board noted there had been a significant reduction in Serious Incidents which was a
result from all the work carried out.
Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio – HSMR
The Colchester Hospital University Foundation NHS Trust (CHUFT) was raising a concern at
the SHA. Locally the CCG are not so concerned. The problem was predominantly with the
SHMI figures. North East Essex have a significant number of nursing homes which
automatically increase the figure and are comprehensively monitoring the mortality action
plan CHUFT submitted.
Dr. Foster has advised the Strategic Health Authority they will be publishing further
revisions to mortality data. The methodology is not being shared at the moment. The SHA
have indicated the picture looks worse for all providers.
The Board were advised that two successful workshops had recently been held;
1.

CQUIN identification and work up for next years contract. This workshop had really
good system attendance and very good innovative ideas put forward to work up
into CQUIN systems. Sushil Jathanna has written to all Provider Chief Executives to
seek their cooperation and support to a percentage of the individual CQUIN monies
being consolidated in a collaborative fund. This would only be awarded following a
successful system transformation and collaborative working. This was agreed
yesterday at the System Leadership meeting.
2. The Primary Care customer service workshop. 49 out of 50 practices attended and
was very successful. The workshop was based on the Marks & Spencer principles.
Feedback from delegates was very positive.
The Department of Health issued a gateway request following the concern at Stoke
Mandeville with Jimmy Saville. Assurance was sought around the CCG Safeguarding
procedures. CA was very confident that with the culture and training the Mid Essex CCG
have in place they should not have any cases, however there was not the confidence in
what the Providers had in place and the CCG were seeking clarity. This would be brought
back to a future Board.
The Gateway request only focused on Children but the CCG has extended this to vulnerable
adults. Assurances have also been sought from Safeguarding Adults.
There has been on going concern regarding the time limit of fall risk assessments in
Community Hospitals. Significant improvement has not been seen and unfortunately there
has been a fall resulting in a moderate to fair harm to a patient. The decision was made at
the BCH contract meeting to issue a full contract query. CEC’s contract performance
meeting is due and assurances are not seen a contract query would also be raised.
The Board were asked to note there had been a significant increase in emergency caesarean
sections with October rising to 20%. Mid Essex Hospital Trust (MEHT) have immediately
implemented a daily multi‐disciplinary meeting reviewing the previous 24 hour emergency
caesareans for any learning and also to ensure the patients currently in labour have very
active “How to manage and progress labour plans”. A comprehensive review was being
conducted on the 78 cases and would be brought to the next board meeting.
Questions raised:
1 The Board asked what Consultant presence was on labour wards?
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There is a 60 hour presence of consultants across labour wards every week, however the
spikes are at the end of that presence. It was felt the increase was due to registrars and
Junior Doctors which was being taken in to consideration in the review. The support
provided to year one and two registrars was questioned. CA would look into this. A very
senior Clinical Lead had been appointed for the birthing unit which would help improve the
practices.
It was felt Serious Incidents raising a contract query was good, however there was a
concern that NEPFT had not done this before. SJ advised he would write to Andrew Geldard
at NEPFT to arrange a meeting.
The Board was advised a copy of the plan regarding the contract query would be brought to
the board.
The Board noted the recommendations noted in the Quality Report.

6.2

Performance: Presented by Clare Steward
Key Performance Headlines:
MRSA and Clostridium difficile were covered in the Quality Report.
Ambulance Turnaround: The variation of the Turnaround was huge and changed on a daily
basis. Work was being carried out on what the risks were.
Delayed Transfers of Care: The October National reporting for Mid Essex was 33 and the
week 23rd November reported 16. There are some challenges with D & V on site at the
current time which would not help with these numbers.
Accident and Emergency: Continuing to perform well.
18 Weeks Pathway: Is now Green and providing the best performance in the Region.
Diagnostic Tests: Remain amber. Whilst meeting the national target the actual number of
tests is above plan. Work is underway to audit referrals .
Cancer: Remains the same.
Activity: Starting to show improvement.
Cancelled Ops: None reported for September or October.
Stroke: Is Green
Health Checks: Targeting GP practices to capture those most at risk first.
Smoking Quitters: Currently red but there is every confidence the target will be hit by the
year end.
Choose & Book: Performance has improved.
Questions Raised were:
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The Board asked what was being done regarding the Ambulance Turnaround Time.
DDo advised the Tripartite agreement had now been signed. Weekly meetings were being
held focusing on performance. The problem was linked with the delayed transfers of care.
An agreement had been made with MEHT to appoint a project manager to assist. A number
of different options were being investigated to help.
CA advised at a recent meeting the Ambulance leads confirmed Essex have a lack of
Paramedics. Work is being carried out to gain a competency based framework for the
Ambulance technicians with MEHT, CHUFT and PH being linked in across the Cluster. Work
has been carried out with Angela Gibson from the County Council to work with Care Homes
regarding calling “Out of Hours” rather than always an Ambulance in the first instance.
The Board asked what difference the Tripartite Agreement would make.
The agreement contained penalties, an agreed escalation process and standards of
behaviour for both parties. There was still an issue around the accuracy of recording data
and a scheme has been proposed to address this. The Board were assured the CCG were
trying to assist improving the situation for all parties.
The Board was advised the 18 week backlogs always struggles however action plans were in
place and improvement was being seen. The CCG were also assured the backlogs were also
being treated in turn which was important.
The Board were advised Health Checks would achieve target. Since changing the Lead
Clinician there has been a marked improvement. A review was being carried out on Point of
Care testing. A hard to reach provider had been introduced. Discussions had been held
with Practice Managers which was very productive in getting practices to sign up. The
challenge remains with the funding for this year.
The Board noted the information contained in the Performance Report and were assured
the appropriate actions were being taken to manage and where needed improve
Performance.
6.3

Finance: presented by Dee Davey
The month seven report to the 31st October was provided to the board. The Finance and
Performance committee had considered the report in detail. QIPP and the Financial
Recovery Plan were discussed in items to follow.
The CCG delegated budget had reduced by £3m due to the transfer of resources from the
Acute SLA to Specialist. The underlying in month deficit had improved. The forecast
outturn was in line with the approved plan which was based on the assumption the
Financial Recovery Plan delivers and the draw down of £3.8m Strategic Reserve.
Since the report was written and finalising the FRP papers there had been some discussions
with the SHA and LAT. The SHA have agreed to release £2m of the strategic reserve. There
was still £1.8m left in the Strategic Reserve for next year. The LAT have been very co‐
operative and have identified some further underspends on the Cluster 2% which they
would re‐allocate the resource limit funding to make up a further £1.2m resource limit to
the CCG.
The CCG were forecasting delivery subject to delivering the Financial Recovery Plan.
Forecast overspends on the Acute was improving but areas of concern remain. The risk of
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the retrospective claims was not included in the forecast outturn currently.
The Board noted and approved the recommendations contained in the Finance Report.
The CCG Cluster Board on Tuesday 27th November gave confirmation the financial pressure
from the retrospective claims would not score against the CCG’s this year.
7

Transforming Pathology Services‐ presented by Rowan Proctor & Tim Reggett
The Board were provided with the background and specification of the service. The service
aimed to standardise pathology service provision via a commissioning contract that
reflected the Carter recommendations. It was a three year contract with the option for a
further two years. This was a consortium bid and required all parties to sign up in order for
the service to go ahead.
The Board advised Mid Essex already had a very good quality pathology service and
although this new service appeared good the information and data provided no benefit to
Mid Essex. Mid Essex CCG were currently in turnaround and finances were key with the
current deficit. The figures regarding savings showed Mid Essex with a deficit of £1.8m
whilst all other parties received a financial saving.
The Board were unanimous and strongly expressed their unhappiness to sign up for a
service with no benefit when already in a turnaround situation.
The PCT Cluster wrote to the SHA in September regarding the need for engagement with
CCG’s. The guidance was very clear regarding what required CCG sign off. Mid Essex CCG
have had very little engagement.
The GP’s and the Clinical Commissioning Committee were absolutely clear this CCG cannot
support a procurement in a financially challenged system which meant they would lose out
whilst all others will get significant benefits.
The CCG were adamant if they were to sign up in principle at this stage they must clearly
have a risk gain agreement providing some benefit to Mid Essex CCG.
Currently the CCG have been advised by the SHA that at this stage it was too late to have a
gain share agreement and that at best it could be cost neutral.
Conversations have been held with the LAT who fully understand that in view of Mid Essex
CCG’s financial position the CCG cannot support the project.
SJ requested some assurance there will be a gain share agreement to benefit Mid Essex.
Rowan apologised the Board felt there had not been any engagement and the deadline was
the 30th November. The other CCG’s would agree to a cost neutral however for them to
agree to gain sharing they would need to go back to their Boards for formal approval which
would delay the process.
Rowan advised she did not have the authority to agree to a gain share.
The Board were advised other areas do have gain share agreements.
The Board were advised due to a query in the data, the figures were dramatically changed
on the 21st September from a benefit of £3.2m to a £1.8m deficit and there was no
consideration to engage with the CCG to discuss this.
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The Board agreed to support Transforming Pathology Service in principle with the
following conditions:
 Gain share agreement which will benefit the Mid Essex CCG
 The CCG would withdraw their support if there was not a sufficient benefit
 Delegate the authority to the Mid Essex CCG Chair and Accountable Officer to
negotiate the agreement by the end of December.
Information would be circulated to the Board once any information received for virtual
agreement.
8

QIPP Delivery
This item was covered within Item 14 The Financial Recovery Plan

9

Integrated Plan/System Leadership
Integrated Plan – presented by Clare Steward
An integrated planning workshop was held on 28th November with very good attendance to
test out where the CCG were with some of their schemes and to build on top of those
schemes. The System Leadership Group meeting followed the workshop with the Chief
Executives of the providers and Borough Councils.
The CCG have now tested out their first thoughts for the Integrated plan. The process will
now go through iterations. The first draft is required by the LAT at the end January with a
draft to board members by the middle of January.
Sue Edwards was supporting the CCG with this project and would be working with Audrey
Bancroft in order to a produce a true integrated plan demonstrating relationships with
partners and local authority.
The Health and Wellbeing board would require sighting of the document.
Formal sign off for the document by the CCG would be in March followed by the NCB with
the view to going live in April.
AB will link up with Sue Edwards to agree the priorities between Health and Social Care by
14th December.
System Leadership Group – presented by Lisa Harrod‐Rothwell
A successful meeting was held on 28th November which was well supported with a member
of the LAT team , Chief Executives of the Providers, Audrey Bancroft for Social Care,
Representatives for the District and City Councils, a member from the Voluntary Sector and
CCG Board members. The Financial Recovery plan, the Urgent Care Plan and the
collaborative plan on CQUIN was presented. A full copy of the Financial Recovery plan
would be sent out after formal approval.
These meetings would now be held monthly.

10

Authorisation: ‐ presented by Clare Steward
Key items were advised.
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Appointments: Accountable Officer interviews are scheduled for 11th December. The
Secondary Care Consultant position had been appointed.
David Simmons from
Addenbrookes would be joining the CCG but was not available for the Site Visit on 14th
December.
Update on the Development Plan: Discussions had been held with Carole Taylor‐Brown
regarding the next steps for the document. In quarter four of the year there would be a
more detailed plan particularly around the personal development plans for the Board
members. A précised update would be provided prior to the 14th December.
Authorisation Site Visit: Document two has now been sent out to the Board. The KLOE’s
were due out shortly and would be made available. Documents relating to the Site Visit
were provided to the Board for reference. Work was continually being carried out to
prepare for the site visit in the background and details would be made available when ready
in order to prepare. A list of documentation was provided and Board members were
advised if further documentation was required or if there was any difficulty in getting the
information to contact Ashley Griffiths or Julie Yaxley who would provide the information.
The DVD and presentation were being prepared for the visit would be ready for 5th
December. The Board would hold a meeting on Thursday 13th December 2:00‐5:00pm to
prepare for the visit.
LHR extended thanks to Clare Steward and the Executive team for all their hard work on
the Authorisation and preparing the documentation.
Board members were requested to forward any suggestions or comments to Clare.
The Board discussed, revised and approved the Vision, Values and Mission statements. LHR
would send the approved statements to Board Members and practices.
Constitution:
The Board were advised of the required update to the Constitution to reflect the Board
membership.
KA informed the Board there could be an issue around conflict of interests with the
clinicians. CS would address this with Kerry Franklin to ensure quoracy which would be
outlined over the next week.
The NED membership on various committees and allocation of responsibilities was being
looked in to by the Executive team and would be shared with Board members.
11
11.1

CCG Governance: Presented by Carol Anderson on behalf of Kerry Franklin
Risk Management
At the last Board meeting it was noted that Cluster risks were included on all CCG’s
registers. No new risks have been added to the registers. Further action had been taken
with the existing red risks i.e. the Financial Recovery Plan had been produced to the address
the Financial risk.
The Executive team would produce an order to the red risks that were realised and agreed
by the Executive team.
The Board queried the clinical representation red risk which should be Amber.
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An updated register would be forwarded to Board members prior to the visit.
The Board noted the red risks and recommendations contained in the report.
11.2

Assurance Framework
The Board were provided with the November exception reporting position for the Mid
Essex Assurance Framework. There were no new red risks for the Assurance Framework.
Future reports would show a progress indicator on the changes each month.
The Board noted the November exception report for the Assurance Framework.

12

Transition Documents: presented by Carol Anderson
This was a formal mechanism of the documents coming to the organisation and handing
over documents to the CCG.
The documents were provided for reference .
The Board noted the handover documents.

13

Local Authority Update – presented by Audrey Bancroft
The Social Care report was discussed providing details and data on case loads, reablement,
admissions to residential/nursing care, assistive technology, personal budgets and
safeguarding vulnerable adults.
The Board were advised Chelmsford practices had raised concerns regarding some of their
cohort of patients they are expected to look after with no medical records. CA confirmed
this had been picked up with Audrey Bancroft and Angela Gibson. Angela had arranged to
jointly meet practices, arrange corrective action and visit the home. Further concerns were
raised regarding the mortality rate in Chelmsford and people being turned down for the
Crisis Response Team. The CCG would pick up these concerns.
The Board noted the Social Care report.

14

Financial Recovery Plan (FRP)– presented by Dee Davey
The Board were provided with an overview of the Financial Recovery Plan.
The plan had been approved at the recent PCT Cluster Board Meeting, the Mid Essex
Commissioning Committee and the Finance and Performance Committee. The FRP was now
being brought to the Formal Board for final approval.
A presentation was provided explaining the key points of the plan which Board members
were already aware of the majority of the content.
The FRP outlined how financial balance could be achieved using a cautious set of
assumptions and also outlined stretch savings targets in order to ensure some headroom.
Plans contained in the paper had been risk rated and also had a clinical lead, a lead
Director/Senior Officer and a nominated PMO officer to ensure clarity of responsibility and
accountability. Delivery would be monitored through the Financial Recovery Board and
regular reporting to Finance & Performance, Clinical Commissioning Turnaround Committee
and the Board.
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The Board were advised the FRP would be delivered this year not under estimating the size
of the challenge. However next year would be another challenge but work was already
underway to address this.
Minor drafting changes were required in order for the document to be published.
Once the FRP was approved internally it would be shared with the Providers.
Questions raised were:
If the QIPP plans were all delivering? The Board were advised all plans were re‐visited and
a cautious estimate has been recorded on those plans.
How much of the plan was longer term sustainable savings? Out of the £13m required for
this year £9m was non recurrent. There were enough schemes identified which would not
necessary provide for this year but would provide an effect going forward.
Discussions were being held regarding the possible relocation of the Walk in centre.
The Board thanked Dee for carrying out a great piece of work on the Financial Recovery
Plan.
The Board approved the Financial Recovery Plan subject to minor changes.
15

CSU Update Agreement – presented by Dee Davey
The Board were provided with a paper providing an update on the CSU update.
There was a requirement for the CCG to sign the SLA agreement by 30th November. In
August the Board were asked to consider the Principles which were agreed to be supported
subject to queries.
Discussions were held with the CSU regarding the outstanding queries on the service
specifications and other issues. The CCG were now confident with the proposal and have
received the latest version of the SLA. A lot of work was still required on the reassurances
requested.
A meeting had been arranged with the other CCG’s to see if there were any other
fundamental concerns.
The CCG would only be signing up to confirmation of the Mid Essex CCG commitment in the
short term.
The board were advised if the Board approved to signing, a letter would go alongside the
agreement advising of the outstanding concerns still requiring clarity.
The cost of the CSU support had been re‐negotiated due to changes in the Service offer.
There were still a number of risks which were identified in the tabled paper. DDa noted the
boards comments of concerns still to be addressed.
It was questioned that an indemnity clause should be included in the agreement.
SJ suggested getting a legal view on the agreement.
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The Board agreed to support signing the agreement in principle with a
authority to the chair to ensure the queries raised were addressed.

16
16.1

delegated

Policies – presented by Carol Anderson
This item would be a standing item on future agendas for ratification of policies agreed
through other Committees at the Formal Board.
The Policies listed in the paper had previously been approved via the Cluster Board and
were provided for ratification. Full copies of the policies were available upon request.
The Board approved the format for the ratification of policies and strategies and agreed
to adopt the policies previously ratified through the Transition Board.

16.2

Clinical Prioritisation Policies – presented by Krishna Ramkhelawon
The paper proposes revisions to the relevant clinical priority policies and had been
approved by the Turnaround Commissioning Committee subject to minor amendments
which had been completed. The necessary Equality Impact Assessments have been
completed and are available upon request.
The Board requested the revised policy was communicated to all parties and details of
the changes notified to DDo in order to ensure the billing data reflects these changes.
The Board approved the proposed changes to the Mid Essex Clinical Priorities Policy.

17

Programme Boards – presented by Dan Doherty
The Board were advised the Programme Boards have now been revised from six to four;
Planned, Unplanned, Mental Health & Learning Disabilities (Cluster) and Children &
Maternity (Cluster).
This has been revised in order to release capacity and allow people to focus on delivering on
the plans.

18

CCG Cluster Executive Meeting – presented by Sushil Jathanna
The three CCG’s in North East Essex hold a cluster Executive Meeting monthly. Minutes and
Terms of Reference were provided for noting.
The Health and Wellbeing board would be a new structure going forward and was currently
working through Governance structures. Any comments regarding the Health & Wellbeing
Board should be sent to Clare Steward by Monday 3rd December. AB and KR working on the
Governance structures and how they are working.

19

Finance & Performance Committee Action Points:
Provided to the Board for information only.

20

Any Other Business:
Children’s Safeguarding: The Board were advised there had been a problem in how
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Children’s safeguarding was working. The Previous agreement was West Essex would host
this. Negotiations were currently taking place.
CQC Review: It was requested if there were any hot spots in the review. CA advised this
would be picked up in the meeting on 6th December and brought back to the board.

Date and Time of Next Meeting
The next Public Board meeting would be:
Thursday 31st January, 2013 1:30pm‐5:00pm
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